‘There is no explanation for Auschwitz’, was a line heard from an anonymous character in the novel *Kaddish for an Unborn Child* by Hungarian novelist and Holocaust survivor Imre Kertész. That statement came to a harsh opposition by the narrator of the book, in which he claimed that for everything that is, that exists or existed, there always is an explication. The underlying premise of the book on post-Holocaust literature written by writer, academic and a professor at the Royal Holloway University of London, Robert Eaglestone is to examine how the concepts of meaning are inserted in literature about the Holocaust and genocide, but also to think about the meaning of the Holocaust in the contemporary world. The title of the book stems from the syntagm used by Imre Kertész in his Nobel prize acceptance speech where he said that one does not have to choose the Holocaust as one’s subject to detect the broken voice that has dominated modern European art for decades.

Eaglestone begins with, otherwise extensively cited, Hannah Arendt’s argument on meaning and truth. Intending to explain how literature, and generally non-historian disciplines, go further in understanding the issues attached to Holocaust, he employs Arendt’s distinction between meaning and truth, where meaning arises from reason and from speech and is implicit in the urge to speak. If truth or evidence are used in order to connect certain fact to certain events from the past, understanding of the past is shaped by meaning to which that evidence is put. Accentuating the process of thinking in tandem with matters of fact, Eaglestone, quoting Arendt, claims that thought-objects such as fiction, testimony and memoir (forms of storytelling) enframe and shape meaning. Further on he writes that that ‘the past is too important to be left solely to the historians’. Engagement with memory that derives from storytelling and culture has the great power ‘not only to recall the past but to assign meaning to it.’ Holocaust has been widely present in many narrative and visual forms since it officially ended, although there is, as David Cesarani pointed, a ‘yawning gulf’ between popular understanding of Holocaust and the ‘current scholarship’, meaning that people chiefly acquire their knowledge of Holocaust through literature, ill-informed lessons at schools and pop-culture sources. Not wanting to completely disagree, Eaglestone however offers a moderate resolution in which the memory of Holocaust could be preserved: new or renewed concepts of thinking, analyzing and studying the
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Holocaust literature. That is the reason why his short but concise and very insightful book is divided in six chapters which are (excluding Introduction and Conclusion), being interwoven in different ways, offering five concepts of listening to ‘the broken voice’ of the Holocaust today: the public secret, evil, stasis, disorientalism and post-Holocaust kitsch. Although the chapters are precisely titled and well organized in order to serve each hypothesis or problem, the author does not hesitate to make contextual cross-references between what he called five concepts.

The first chapter is concerned with one of the most debated and discussed and probably most interesting themes related to the Third Reich and its military operations and war crimes: the public secret. Naturally, the first question, when thinking about Holocaust, maybe even in terms of everyday conversation, is ‘How much did the Germans know?’ How much were the ordinary people informed on atrocities committed by their military forces in Final solution? Did they know about the concentration camps? The nature of the public secret is central to the nature of the consensus by which the Nazi regime ruled in great part. These two natures can bind people together in complicity. In this very first chapter, by examining a novel that is not primarily about the Holocaust, Kazuo Ishiguro’s *Never Let Me Go*, the author tries to show how only works of fiction are able to give fuller view of how public secret works to deform societies and make un-communities. It is beyond the power of historian knowledge to give exact evidence of how much the citizens of Germany and the wider social structure.

Chapters four and five are both dealing with how the readigs of Holocaust literature can shed light on post-colonial genocidal literature, or rather, as the author puts it, how to place together the Holocaust and the colonial and postcolonial past. Starting from the premise that both the Holocaust world and the world of colonial and postcolonial
genocides are the worlds of disaster, Eagleton explores in the Chapter four the complexities of the interaction of two colonial racist ideologies, paternalistic and genocidal, by re-reading Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. The Chapter title ‘Disorientalism’ was meant to suggest that by bringing together Holocaust and postcolonial scholarship they can be putting together in a dialogue. In the chapter five which the author named ‘Disorientalism today’, he reads five different texts from the evasively named subgenre African trauma literature. The chapter served to show that there are illuminating congruencies between discourses about the Holocaust and about genocide, atrocity, and trauma in Africa, and also ‘suggesting limitation to this by looking at correlation – or lack thereof – between the literature of the Holocaust, widely defined, and account of the Rwandan genocide and other atrocities in Africa’.

Finally, Chapter six leads the reader to a very disputable issue of Post-Holocaust Kitsch and again to models and mechanisms of representation of Holocaust memory. Giving themselves ‘irresponsible freedom’, the works of art go to the extremities in their artistic representations. Deriving from Kertész, kitsch is here understood as a form of separation between the worlds of Holocaust and our world in ‘the very act of representing the Holocaust’. Kitsch is a ‘transformation of the past into something meant to titillate or offer a saccharine ease’. The author then gives a detailed examination of the Chapman brothers’ sculpture Hell which is the grave example of Post-holocaust kitsch in visual arts. Intending to shock, it does not ‘offer any history, but just devilish punishment’, while the other is work of fiction, the best-selling novel (later made into film) The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas by John Boyne, also defined as simple, apolitical, childish work which combines both the sentimental and the mythical. These two do not offer any sense of development or engagement, but are rather childish accounts of the complex and demanding world of Holocaust.

Knowing that we live in the age of historical revisionism, falsely and ill-informed media representations of history and memory, which all produce the field for the uprise of the extremist right-wing, it is good to, as author does, propose a question ‘What good is literature?’ As Sebald thought, it only help us to remember, and teach us to understand that some strange connections cannot be explained by causal logic. Eagleton concludes with Arendt and the notion of thinking as the constant process of understanding, which means bringing past, present and future together in different and shifting ways. In the end, he writes: ‘the danger of stories is avoided in the same manner: they are to be thought about, discussed, re-cast, and retold. This is how we best attend to the broken voice the Holocaust’.